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About This Game

Call your friends and get ready for some challenging Atari-style 4-player shoot 'em up action. Traverse the galaxy and fight off
the robot hordes invading your precious world of bits. Fly to different planets, each with their own unique atmosphere and

gameplay. Who could be behind this devastating attack on the universe? Fight your way to the final planet and find out!

Features:
- Up to four players simultaneous co-op

- A selection of different planets allows you to choose your own path
- Unique environments, enemies and gameplay for each world you visit

- Spaceships, aliens, snowmen, Egyptian Gods and farm animals!
- Lots of bit blasting action!

Are you bad enough to save the universe?
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I want to write a review for this game. I thought it was a very beautiful and enjoyable game.
I Did have some technical issues with a bug that makes the program fail when closing out of the game; but Other than that, It
was a cool game to play, introspective, and deeply thoughtful.
I liked the game because I have never Seen a game thats so heavily leans on Buhddism. This wasn't any slap in the face with
religion, but exposure to thinking and concepts of success in life, and how people ordinarily, behave and think. Its not like an
ordinary game that you go from point A to B.
It also has achievments that aren't terribly tough to get but the Journey is what I enjoy...I loved the themes presented, as well. It
has some very strikingly beautiful places to go to.

7\/10 for the bug, but Very Enjoyable.. PyCharm is much more customizable and it's free, so, no, I wouldn't recommend this
IDE.. A wonderful game to waste some time! Some people may frown at the energy bar (to explore a location, the player spends
"energy", which is refilled either by waiting or with buying it with $), but for me it works just alright. In a lunchbreak you turn
on the Lost lands and click through 4-5 locations (up to 15 min), then you go on with your life. Same thing could happen in the
evening- 15 more minutes of elf saving. This way the player doesn't get bored, even though the very nature of this genre is
repetitive.
The game itself is quite high class. As you can see on the screenshots, the colors, the contrast and the object placing are very
good. This means fun and not mindless pixel- hunting.
p.s.: there are also quite a few puzzles, too (9th and 12th screenshot, e.g.). You'll love some and hate others with passion, but
they are not fristratingly hard and also add to the fun factor.
Enjoy! ^_^. Sucks that it costs extra but kind of nice for VR. Lets you dial in the lighting to make it a bit more realistic.. This
game was released in 2015 with promises of an update but is unfinished as of Feb 2017. It will just end on you as some of their
other free to play games do also.

The main object searching is too simplistic and the grind becomes apparent quickly due to the same objects being needed for
most collections to progress. You will literally be grinding for 3 or 4 items constantly while sitting on 75+ of other objects that
are barely used. I've also had missions to collect 15 of an item to then have to collect 10 more of that item for the next mission.
Since some are only available from one place that means searching the same location up to 25 times in a row.

Don't start it, you will get bored quickly.
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If only having her wear this outfit would keep her in the Kitchen so she can be useful for once.. Loved the game. Couple times
through now with friends and family and sometimes the keys get stuck outside the window before it's unlocked. Hopefully
there's a fix for this glitch. Super fun though. Ready for the next update.. small funny platformer where you walk jump shoot
lots of weapons and destroy everything on your way
play boy or a girl, throw grenades, make lorries explode, kill kombos of enemies -
game is extremely easy to play - if you are killed you don't have to start from a beginning, your progress is saved.
easy, lightweight, funny, cheap - what else is required for casual gameplay?. Fast paced , takes skill to master but fun for the
casual gamer as well. Strongly recommend if you like horror and slice of life. The playable characters are all in their mid
twenties to early thirties, and most of them were extremely relatable to me, as I'm also in that age range. The game hits all the
right notes when it needs to- scary, emotional, relaxing, funny. The writing and delivery are amazing.

I got a lot of replayablility out of this game, as it tells you how many endings you got and how many you have yet to unlock. I
played through it many times just to see what would happen, and to explore which decisions trigger what reactions. The
skipping feature makes this very convenient so that you don't have to read the same text again.

The only con I can think of is that at times the game is rough around the edges- at the final chapter, in particular, a few lines are
missing voice overs, and there are a few minor grammar mistakes. Rarely, the facial expressions of the character sprites don't
quite match the emotion of the voice-over or the text. Given the scope of the writing in the game and the overall quality, I'm
inclined to forgive these mistakes.. Lots of fun and easy to play. Events a little tough but I think that is the point. I play
everyday.
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